and the choice of the primary resolution and wavelet bases is shown in supplementary material Table 2-3. The plot between the posterior probability and resolution is displayed in Figure 1 with σ = 0.05; our selected resolution is 4 when the sample size is 30 or 32 and it is 5 when the sample size is 100 or 128. However, it was 7 when the sample size is 500 or 512, while it was 9 when the sample size is 2000 or 2048. From Figure 2 -4, with σ = 0.1, we have a similar result as when σ = 0.05.
Heavysine function
For the Heavysine function, the average MSE is summarized in Table 4 and the choice of the primary resolution and wavelet bases is shown in Table 6 : The number of selected basis function using Reduced 2 approach: Given the resolution level selected for Heavysine function, the number of basis functions selected for each resolution were counted. The bases were selected for each repetition. Selected bases were showed in all 100 repetitions. 
